it a typical English dormitory suburb. He would not recognise the suburb now. Many races and cultures have settled there since the 1920s, when George Orwell's remark was made. Numerous Welsh immigrants arrived in the hungry thirties, accompanied and followed by a great many Irish workmen. Since 1948 Indians and Pakistanis have come to Southall in ever-increasing numbers until by now at least 25 % of the population are Asian. After the war Poles, who had fled their country and many of whom valiantly served in the armed forces, settled in Southall. In 1956 after the uprising in Hungary, many Hungarians came to Southall, probably because of its vicinity to London Airport. West Indians, Africans, Turkish and Greek Cypriots and a medley of other nations have added to its international character. I shall be mainly concerned with the problems arising from the presence of a very large number of Asian patients on my list. These Asians may be Indians from India, Indians from East Africa, or Pakistanis. People of many races live in the vast Indian subcontinent with many different languages, subcultures and religions; though usually called 'Indians', they differ as much from each other, if not more, than say Portuguese and Swedes or Finns and Sicilians.
Do these different people differ, too, from the medical point of view? Sickness and health are not merely biological facts, but depend also on social and cultural factors. The concepts of health and sickness of patients from other cultures may well differ considerably from ours.
Even as regards medical administration the presence of Asian patients may cause difficulties in a doctor's practice. For example, Asian patients may not have Christian names and surnames in our sense. Most of my patients belong to an ethnic and religious group called Sikhs from the Northern Indian province of the Punjab. Sikhs speak Punjabi and have their own religion, culture, and moral concepts, often differing widely from those of other Asians or Indians. The men of this group all bear the honorific epithet of 'Singh' (i.e. lion) preceded by the name by which they are usually called (e.g. Pritam, Mohan). Women bear the generic name 'Kaur' after their first name and as first names do not differ for men and women, only 'Kaur' or 'Singh' will indicate whether the bearer of a name is a man or a woman. The dhoice of first names is limited, so it is quite possible that twenty or thirty Mr Singhs or Mrs Kaurs on a doctor's list may have the same first names. Some Sikh patients have adopted their clan or village name as a kind of surname (e.g. Seigal, Jandu), which should make registration and recognition easier. But the patient may on some occasions use his clan name, on others merely the epithet 'Singh' or 'Kaur', and so there may yet be considerable confusion. Daughters in a Sikh agricultural community are by custom and for economic reasons less valuable than sons, and their birth dates may not have been recorded; so there may be six 'Harbans Kaur' on one doctor's list, all born in the 1930s (no more exact) and some living in the same house.
Asians from East Africa are, at least, in my practice, mostly of Western Indian origin; they speak their own language, Gujrati. They have first names and surnames and are generally Hindus by religion, customs and ethical concepts. Pakistanis are generally Moslems; they have little affinity with Indians in outlook and habits. They have first names and surnames, the first name usually being Mohammed. Their wives some-times retain their own name on marriage, so that the wife's surname may be different from the husband's. All this may lead to administrative difficulties, not to mention the fact that the spelling of Asian names may be difficult to understand for those whose ears are not attuned to the sound of Asian voices. Secretaries and receptionists trying to write down by sound unfamiliar names may spell those names in a manner which they do not recognize when the patients pronounce them at a later date.
These administrative difficulties may be irritating, but can be remedied with some goodwill and understanding. More difficult is the question of communication. Newly arrived immigrants from Asia or Africa, and older people, may not speak or understand English. But even when they speak English it may not be easy for them to convey the complexity of their feelings to the doctor in a manner which he can understand. In such cases, unless the patient presents with an easily recognizable organic illness, the services of an interpreter may be needed. This makes it even more difficult to communicate feelings or speak on embarrassing subjects. But even if language difficulties have been resolved, the difference between Asians and Europeans in outlook and manners may obscure communication. General attitudes, for example a sense of politeness and courtesy to 'superiors', which are a general attitude among inhabitants of the Indian subcontinent, may lead to the extreme of wanting to agree with 'superiors', such as the doctor, and to telling him an untruth on the assumption that the doctor will expect (and is entitled to) a positive answer to a question. The taking of a history may thus appear deceptively easy, but may not always give facts of true relevance.
The Asian patient may observe taboos of which the British doctor may be unaware, and the breaking of which may cause great offence. Some years ago a young Indian woman, accompanied by her husband, came to see me. She spoke no English and the husband wanted her 'checked' for pregnancy. I took her into my examination room, and left the communicating door to my consulting room open. The husband stayed in the consulting room. Knowing that a vaginal examination might be too traumatic for this simple country woman, I examined the woman abdominally only. She had not pushed her pyjama trousers properly down, and whilst trying to palpate her abdomen, I pulled the string which held the pyjama together. I diagnosed pregnancy and told the husband. The following week the husband came to see me and said rather angrily that his wife would not come to see me again as I had insulted her. I did not understand what I had done wrong and 'asked him to explain. He said that I had undone the strings of her pyjama trousers, an action allowed only to a husband. My lack of knowledge of a taboo had therefore destroyed my relationship with the patient.
Equally, some manners and customs among Asian patients may be offensive or irritating to British doctors. Like most migrants who enter a new or unfamiliar country Asian immigrants may need the moral support of familiar people around them when confronted with a strange doctor. They therefore appear to be gregarious. On visiting an Asian household the patient and a large number of relatives and friends of all ages may be found together and this may irritate the doctor. Similar irritation may be aroused by the strange cooking smells of an Indian household, which may be unpleasant to British noses.
Most important, the communication of 'I am feeling ill' may be extremely difficult. Even our English patients do not always find it easy to convey to their doctors what ails them and feel compelled to use a pseudomedical terminology in their effort to make themselves understood. How much more difficult for people whose social and body concepts, upbringing, and languages are so different from ours.
Indian and Pakistani patients often present with what seem to be typical complaints. One is a triada feeling of weakness, nocturnal seminal emissions, and impotence. Sexual potency and the belief that life and strength are connected with semen, play a large part in Indian religious, mythical and literary traditions. Just as some of our British emotionally disturbed patients may complain of backache or pains all over, so an Indian man may express his feeling of alienation in strange surroundings by his feeling of 'weakness' and as 'life is flowing away'. Both Indian and Pakistani patients often complain of a sensation of 'gas in the belly', which seems to be equivalent to the British 'butterflies in the belly', i.e. anxiety. Similarly, the expression 'my heart is sinking' may denote a feeling of depression, as may the term 'constipation', which may have nothing to do with intestinal functioning.
Ten or twelve years ago, when the major influx of Asian patients into my practice area started, more difficulties arose. Indian and Pakistani womenfolk were extremely shy and were unwilling to be examined physically by me. They depended greatly upon their husbands, to whom their relationship was evidently more one of servility than that of a partner or friend. They would come to the surgery accompanied by a husband or sometimes by a brother or brotherin-law, who presented the patient's complaints and history, whilst the woman was shy, saying nothing, perhaps not even looking at the doctor.
Psychological investigation was even more difficult, chiefly because my Asian patients expected a purely physical approach from the doctor, mixed with an expectation of magical treatments, like injections or medicines, bought rather than provided by the NHS. Much of this has changed now. A second, and in some cases, a third generation of Asian patients has now arisen, often born and always brought up in Great Britain, whose social concepts, body images, feelings and thoughts, not to speak of their languages, are largely adapted to those of the British people. They have their typical emotional struggles, too; these chiefly lie in the roles of the young, and of women, of sexuality, marriage, jobs, where parental and familial and their own ideas clash, thus producing pathogenetic conflicts. These seem easier to understand, and the doctor who is receptive to his British patients' emotional troubles will be able to help his Asian patients in this field, too.
Dr F Hashmi (Birmingham) and Mr Dipak Nandy (London) also took part in the meeting. Social and Medical Implications of Modem Urban Development Urban development and its implications is a vast subject which could not be covered in a single paper. The problems discussed here will be limited to those which have presented on the estate in which I practice.
The fundamental question is 'Why new houses?' The answer given is that the old houses are detrimental to the health of the occupants. The prejudicial factors are listed in the 1956 Housing Act and this Act presupposes that the health of the occupants will be better in the new houses than in the old ones.
The majority of my patients have been moved between two and four miles from their previous homes at a time when vacant land was available for a planned programme of local decanting. This translocation to an area with no amenities meant longer journeys to work, additional bus fares to the shops, considerable distances for mothers to walk their children to schools (which would only be transitional, until facilities were available on the estate) and the breakup of neighbourhood relationships.
Modern planning is based on the separation of vehicular from pedestrian traffic and this has been accomplished on the estate by providing a main distributor road from which access roads radiate inwards toward the central axis. The aim of such a system is to benefit the pedestrian and to reduce traffic accidents -a hope which has not been fulfilled. The concept has practical disadvantages which were obviously not apparent to those who prepared the designs.
The ability of children to go freely from one end of the estate to another was very likely a contributory factor in the epidemic of measles which occurred during the first year.
Straight through roads, which often limited the movement of children, have been replaced by cul-de-sacs; and to contain as many dwellings as possible the houses have been built in a most bizarre pattern. Not only does this make it difficult for the stranger to orientate himself but it means that cars, ambulances, vans and even hearses often cannot get near the housesand in particular to the front doors, with obvious implications for the elderly, the handicapped, refuse collectors, and the dead. Where a street has houses in one part and flats in another the confusion and inconvenience are greater; such a design in itself produces problems with numbering. A further difficulty is the presence of a brick wall in front of each front door; from a medical point of view this is particularly awkward for stretcher bearers. As the house numbers are affixed to the door itself, on the letter box, the identification of a particular house is extremely difficult.
The Corporation houses are built to conform to the Parker Morris standards. Central heating, controlled by cheap and inadequate thermostats, is restricted to the ground floor, which contains a single living and dining area with a separate kitchen. Consequently the 'all or none' rule applies to watching television, and a child has to go up to his bedroom to do his homework in the coldor with an electric radiator if the family can afford it. Similarly it affects the sick person being nursed on the ground floor, for there is no longer a front and back room downstairs. Dwellings are allocated on bed spaces and if grandma takes ill and comes to her daughter to convalesce the only place for her is in the living-. dining room.
Despite these disadvantages, those living in houses are relatively more content than those in flatsthough this is not surprising if one sees the flats.
Another basic principle in the design of the estate was the provision of accommodation for a balanced population. This was to be done by building mid-rise deck-access flatsthe successors to the high-rise flats. In cross-section they
